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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE SET OF GENERATORS OF A SUBGROUP 
BY 
A. :.\1. YiAcBEATH AND S. SWIERCZKOWSKI 
(Communicated by Prof. ,J. POPKEX at the meeting of March 28, 1959) 
Let G be a group and let Ii be a subgroup of G. We call a set 0 C G 
an Ii-covering of G if G=IiC. If Dis a subset of G and Tis the smallest 
subgroup of G which contains D, then we say that D is a set of generators 
of T, and in particular we say that D generates T by multiplication if 
T= U:;"-1 Dn. In this note we pron~ first that for every H-covering C 
and for every set D which generates G by multiplication, the set 
ODU-1 U C contains a set of generators of H. We then derive Corollaries 
by specifying the groups G and H. 
Theorem. If() is a H-cove1·ing of G and D generates G by multiplication, 
then Ll = H n C DC-1 generates a subgroup X of 1I that satisfies G = xC and 
i.l U C contains a set of generators of H. 
Let us assume that the group G is a measure space in the sense used 
byP. R. HALl\WS (see Measure theory, Van Nostr.Comp., New York. (1950), 
p. 73)) and that the measure t-t is invariant under left multiplications by 
elements of a subgroup H of G. 'Ve say that a measurable set F C 0 is a 
fundamental domain if F is an H -covering of G and hF is disjoint from 
F for hE H, h if- e. We denote by p* the inner measure induced by ,u. 
Corollary J. If H -is a subgrmtp of G such that there ex·ists a set D 
which generates 0 by multiplication and a fundamental domain F for which 
pF>O and t-t*FDF-1<=, 
then H is finitely generated and there exists a set Ll of generators of H which 
satisfies 
- t.t FDF-1F 
Ll :"( * 1-'F 
(Ll is the number of elements in Ll ). 
Let us assume that G is a locally compact topological group. We say 
that 0 is compactly generated if there exists a compact set of generators 
of G. 
Corollary 2. If G is compactly generated and H is a closed s·ubgroup 
of G such that the homogeneous space GfH (e.g. the space of the right cosets Hg) 
is compact, then H is compactly generated (GfH need not be a group). 
Let us observe that if H is a discrete subgroup of G (in the induced 
topology), then these assumptions imply that H is finitely generated. 
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For instance, if for a discrete and normal subgroup H of a locally 
compact and connected group G the group GfH is compact, then H is 
finitely generated. If we consider the discrete topology in G, then 
Corollary 2 states a known fact (discovered by H. PoiNCARE) and this is 
Corollary 3. If G is a finitely generated group and H is a subgroup 
of G such that the index of H in G is finite, then H is finitely generated. 
Proof of the theorem. Since G "00 HC, we have CDC HC. Let us 
prove first that CDC LIC'. It is enough to verify that if hE H -LI, then 
CD is disjoint from hC, and indeed, it is so since then h ¢; CDC-1. Let 
us prove that G=xC. Since CDC LIC, we have for n= 1, 2, ... 
CDn C LICDn-1 C ... C LJnC C xO 
and thus G = xC' follows from U:;"= 1 Dn =G. It remains to prove that the 
set Llo = Ll U (H n C) is a set of generators of H. Let r be the subgroup 
of H that is generated by L1 0 • We have to show that I'=H, or H C r, 
since the other inclusion is trivial. It is evident that X C r and thus 
G = rc. Let hE H. From G= rc we have hE hoC for some hoE r and 
thus hu 1 h E c n H c /Jo c r. Hence h E r. 
Proof of Corollary l. Since the fundamental domain F is an 
H-covering the set Ll =H n FDF-1 generates a subgroup X of H for 
which, by our theorem, G= xF. Every set hF, where hE H, is disjoint 
from all sets h' F where h' E H and h' i= h. Thus it follows from xF = H F 
that x=H. So we proved that Ll generates H. From Ll C FDF-1 we have 
LJF C FDF-lF. The inner measure f-l* is a monotone se~ function and 
hence f-l*LIF <f-l*FDF-1F < oo. Since LIF is a sum of LJ disjoint left 
translations of F which all have the same positive measure it follows 
that Ll is __ finite and that 4_F is a measurable set. Therefore f-l*LIF = 
'-~f-lLIF=Jf-l.F and we have Llf-lF<f-l*FDF-1F. This completes our proof. 
Proof of corollary 2. By our theorem it suffices to show that there 
exists a compact set which is an H -covering of G. Since G is compactly 
generated and locally compact there exists evidently an open set S which 
generates G and is such that its closure S is compact. Moreover, we can 
assume that S generates G by multiplication and that it contains the 
unity element e. Thus S C 82 C sa C . . . is a sequence of open sets and 
G = U:;"= 1 Sn. Let " be the natural homomorphism of G onto the right 
coset space GfH. The ascending sequence Y.(S) C Y.(S2) C Y.(S3) C ... consists 
of open subsets of the space GfH and their union covers the space. Since 
GfH is compact we have GfH = Y.(Sn) for a certain n. Evidently the closure 
G of Sn is a compact subset of G. It follows from GfH =Y.(C) that C is 
the compact H-covering that we wished to find. 
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